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throne, epic progress ceases : it must cease, for there
is nothing more to happen., unless the poet were to
go beyond the Olympic spring-time and follow his
gods to a " Gotterdammerung". Die hohe Zeit> the
third book, is as the calm after the storm : a festival
of peace. In its variety and sheer beauty, in its range
of sentiment and emotion, from the sunniest humour
and optimism to the most tragic pessimism, this is
undoubtedly the most attractive part of the epic.
It may be that the .term epic becomes something of
a misnomer, judged by the old canon of " literary-
kinds " ; but the modern reader is hardly likely to
cavil with Spitteler for his neglect of rules. This
third book is a series of episodes. Delightful in its
buoyant humour and fancy is the expedition of the
winds, which Boreas leads down to the earth in search
of booty; the portrait of Poseidon might have—
as it no doubt did—come straight from a picture of
Bocklin's such as Spiel der Wellen ; the love of Hylas
for the nymph Kaleidusa is a veritable cobweb of
delicate lyric fantasy; and Ariosto himself has
conceived no more romantic adventure than that of
Hermes and Pelarg in the Mountain of Silence.
Finest of all in its subtle symbolism is perhaps the
flight of Apollo and Artemis to the land of Meta-
kosmos, the Realm of Art. In all these exuberant
adventures of the new rulers of Olympos they have
been forbidden to enter the world of men; but
Aphrodite (whom Spitteler, by the way, treats with
scant reverence) conscious of her fascinations for tHe
lower world, crosses the forbidden boundary, and
Ananke decrees that the playtime of the gods is at an
end (Der hohen Zeit Ende). He awakens Zeus to a
sense of his high responsibilities as chosen ruler:
stirs up discord between Zeus and Hera, who is no
immortal like her spouse, and whose parleyings with
the grotesque figure of Death, and visit, under
Death's guidance, to the great Machine of Necessity,
introduce some of the most sombre notes in the

